WRITTEN SUBMISSION FROM THE DEPUTY FIRST MINISTER AND CABINET
SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND SKILLS, DATED 19 JANUARY 2017
Thank you for your letter of 6th December, inviting me to give evidence to the committee on 2
February, in relation to recent reports by the Auditor General, namely “Higher Education in
Scottish Universities” and “Scotland’s Colleges 2016”. I can confirm that I will attend, and will
be accompanied by relevant officials. The names of accompanying officials will be
communicated to the committee in due course.
Your letter specified an extensive number of points that the committee would like to cover in
the session. As requested, I have set out below some written responses to those points in
the necessary detail to properly address the full range of questions posed.
As committee members will be aware, in the period since the committee last considered
these reports, the Scottish Government has published its draft budget for 2017-18. I would
draw the committee’s attention to the cash terms increases to the overall budgets allocated
to both sectors.
We have announced an increase in college funding (resource and capital) by £41.4 million 5.9% (in real terms) in 2017-18 - an investment which will help colleges continue to improve
young people’s life chances and generate the skilled workforce needed to secure economic
growth, while maintaining at least 116,000 full time equivalent college places. We have
increased college capital funding in this budget by £20.4 million to £47.4 million. This
increased investment will, among other things, allow work to begin on a new campus at
Falkirk for Forth Valley College.
The 2017-18 draft budget also announced that, for the sixth year in succession, more than
£1 billion will be invested in higher education. This level of funding will enable protection of
core teaching and research grant investment and ensure that we continue to make good
progress on widening access to university, while protecting free university tuition for all
eligible undergraduates. Capital funding will increase by 77% to support research and
infrastructure and ensure continued investment in excellent learning environments for
students. This further significant investment will support universities to remain internationally
competitive; to continue to be renowned for research excellence; and ensure access to
higher education remains based on the ability to learn, not the ability to pay.
The committee may also wish to note the recent statistics which show that more Scottish
domiciled students than ever before have been accepted to study at Scottish higher
education institutions this academic year, an increase of 2% to 33,825. The same UCAS
statistics also show a 1.1% increase in entry rates for 18 year olds from the 20% most
deprived areas in Scotland - at 10.9%, the highest on record and 3.7% higher than in 2006.
HESA statistics published earlier this month also show that there has been a 12% increase
in Scottish-domiciled full-time first degree entrants to Scottish HEIs between 2006-7 and
2015-16. They also show that first degree qualifiers from Scottish HEIs has increased by 3%
to 37,140 in 2015-16.
The HESA statistics also reveal that enrolments in higher education courses provided at
Scotland’s colleges has increased by 2% in 2015-16. It is important to underline that we
place far more emphasis on the role of colleges in delivering higher education than in the
rest of the UK and the choice that this offers potential students. This greater role for colleges
in providing higher education is one of the great strengths of the Scottish system.

As the committee continues its consideration of these reports, I would ask that it also
recognises the continued success of both sectors and the pivotal contribution that both make
in helping the Scottish Government achieve our vision for Scotland’s future.
Higher Education in Scottish Universities
Enterprise & Skills Review: Your letter asked for confirmation as to how the “Enterprise
and Skills Review will ensure the structure and operation of the overarching governance
body do not create a risk of future reclassification of universities; and that the Scottish
Government and SFC “actively consider the potential risks of reclassification whenever
relevant funding, legislation and policy relating to universities is being developed”.
In response, let me be clear that the establishment of the new overarching board will not
affect the autonomy of Scotland’s universities or how they are governed. In designing the
new arrangements, Ministers have made clear to the university sector that they are acutely
aware of any potential consequence of changing the classification relationship between
Ministers and the universities, and will work with the sector to remove any apparent risk
while achieving their ambition of greater alignment and impact across the education and
skills system. This approach is consistent with Scottish Government commentary made
during passage of the Higher Education Governance (Scotland) Act 2016.
The Scottish Government values the work of the SFC and, in particular, the expertise and
knowledge it brings in relation to matters across the FE and HE sectors. There will be an
important role for the SFC board and all our stakeholders during phase two of the Enterprise
& Skills Review to support the development and implementation of the new statutory board,
including shaping its supporting infrastructure and ensuring the right support for the
operations of each of the bodies going forward.
Widening Access: Your letter asked “does SG consider that all suitably qualified Scottishdomiciled students should be able to access free higher education within a Scottish
university and can you provide a range of estimates as to how much this may cost if the SG
were to fund the places”.
As set out above, recent UCAS statistics show that more Scots domiciled students than ever
before have been accepted to study at Scottish higher education institutions this academic
year. The Scottish Government will continue to do all that it can to ensure that all of our
young people get an equal chance of getting a world class education.
It is difficult to estimate the cost of funding free higher education for all suitably qualified
Scottish-domiciled students who apply to Scottish universities. It is not possible to determine
the destination of applicants who did not receive a UCAS offer, as many will enter alternative
routes to enhance their employability and skills, including attending college or embarking on
Modern Apprenticeships (in 2015-16 there were 25,818 Modern Apprenticeship starts).
These routes also receive public funding, and hence any funding implication of these
alternative routes would need to be considered in any net estimate of the cost of providing
funded places to the applicants not receiving a place through UCAS. Furthermore, the cost
of a single university place can vary significantly depending on the course studied. This
makes the task of robustly estimating the cost of providing funded places to all suitably
qualified applicants problematic.
As noted above, a significant number of students undertake higher education courses at
Scotland’s colleges. Recent HESA statistics state that the figure is almost 50,000, around
17.5% of all higher education provision in Scotland. Indeed, when higher education in

colleges is taken into account (including sub-degree provision), Scotland (55%) has a
significantly higher initial HE participation rate that England (47%). The Sutton Trust report
from May 2016 Access in Scotland: Access to higher education for people from less
advantaged backgrounds in Scotland, acknowledged that, once the thousands of learners
who progress from college to university are factored in, Scotland has a similar first degree
participation rate to England. I am sure the committee would agree that the higher education
provided through our colleges should be valued as highly as that provided through our
universities.
Your letter also asked for “an update on the work being done to ensure that universities, are
able to take account of markers of deprivation other than the Scottish Index of Multiple
Deprivation in seeking to widen access”; and “a detailed analysis of the possible costs
associated with the SG policy of widening access”.
The final report of the Commission on Widening Access makes an important distinction
between the use of SIMD as the best available and most sophisticated method of monitoring
progress at a national level, sitting alongside additional measures appropriate to inform more
sensitive decision making around individuals. The report recognises the place of both and
makes clear that contextual admissions policies should continue to take account of a range
of factors when making admissions decisions. It is also the case that improved participation
of other under-represented groups, such as BME and disabled learners, is explicitly
promoted through outcome agreements between the SFC and individual institutions. It is
therefore not the case that universities should focus access efforts entirely on SIMD; this is
simply the best available measure to track national progress. The technical paper published
alongside the Commission’s report contains a more detailed analysis of these issues. The
technical paper can be found at:
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0049/00496620.pdf.
It should also be noted that we have accepted the Commission’s commentary on the
limitations of SIMD and have identified dedicated civil service resource to take forward
recommendation 31; that the Scottish Government works with key partners to develop a
more consistent and robust set of measures to identify access students. That work will take
time, but it is underway and should deliver a positive resolution to the on-going debates
around the most appropriate data and measures.
Some of the commentary around the estimated costs of meeting widening access targets
appear to be predicated on the assumption that progress will be achieved purely through the
funding of additional places. It is true that additional places have made an impact and that is
why we continue to invest around £51 million every year in additional places for access and
articulation from college.
However, the Commission identified a whole series of other
mechanisms through which progress can be achieved and made the point that there is
considerable scope for the significant public and institutional resource already invested in
access to deliver greater impact.
In this context it is also important to note that the Commission concluded that there is
structural unfairness in the way that talent is currently evaluated and recruited. The view of
Ministers is that this unfairness can only be tackled through systemic change and not simply
through the continual expansion of the system. Indeed, Professor Peter Scott, Scotland’s
first ever Commissioner for Fair Access, has already made the point that socioeconomic
inequality is a problem in higher education systems all over the world, irrespective of whether
they are expanding or not. For this reason, Ministers are clear that, at its core, widening
access is about a much fairer distribution of publicly funded opportunities.

Funding: Your letter went on to ask if “SFC funding for teaching is intended to cover the full
cost of teaching Scottish and EU students; and if the “Scottish Government intends to take
account of universities’ income from other sources in making allocations for teaching and
research.
Consideration of the report on Higher Education in Scottish Universities should recognise
Audit Scotland’s findings that “overall the sector was in good financial health in 2014-15”;
that “universities as a whole had income of £3.5 billion”; that “the sector’s overall income
increased 38% in real terms between 2005-06 and 2014-15”; that its income from research
grants and contracts had increased in real terms by 60% over the same period; that the
sector made an overall surplus of £146 million in 2014-15 (with most universities generating
a surplus every year in the past decade); and that overall reserves in 2014-15 stood at £2.5
billion.
The significant and continuing investment in the sector by the Scottish Government clearly
provides a stable base which enables our universities to attract a wide range of additional
funding. As John Kemp, Interim CEO of the SFC, told the committee in December, the SFC
consider the financial health of the whole institution, and the allocations for teaching and
research are decided by the SFC directly. He was also clear that it was often the case that
external, non-public income for research will not cover the ‘full economic costs’ for the
university. The Audit Scotland report also noted that funding from the UK Research Councils
only covered 74.3% of its ‘full economic cost’, and UK charity funding covered only 65%.
The sector uses an approach called TRAC (Transparent Approach to Costing) to help cost
activities. When the sector talks about public funding not covering the ‘full economic costs’ of
teaching or research they are using TRAC as the basis for that view. Whilst TRAC can be a
useful tool, it is important to understand that the figures published are for the sector overall,
meaning that it could be the case that very high costs at a small number of institutions are
impacting on the overall figure for the sector. The discussion arising from the TRAC figures
also tends to focus on public funding levels rather than on rising costs at universities. The
Audit Scotland report noted that overall spending in the sector had increased by 35%
between 2005-06 and 2014-15.
In the current financial climate, it is critical that all public spending delivers maximum public
value. Audit Scotland acknowledged in its report that it did not examine efficiency savings in
detail as part of its audit. However, it did conclude that it is “essential that universities
continue to identify ways to improve efficiency as overall sector spending continues to
increase”. It will be important to maintain close scrutiny over the scope for improved
efficiency and effectiveness going forward.
Your letter also asked if “the Scottish Government intend to take steps to ensure that the
Scottish Funding Council (SFC) is able to analyse and respond” to longer-term trends and
challenges, such as growing competition for international students. It is worth underlining
that the Scottish Government commitment to free tuition for Scottish-domiciled students at
Scottish universities means that our higher education sector is largely insulated from
competition for that sizeable group of students from universities in the rest of the UK. Both
the Scottish Government and the SFC continue to carefully consider the potential
implications of longer-term trends, and to work with the sector to respond appropriately. For
example, we continue to work with Universities Scotland and individual institutions to
promote Scotland as a great place to study, and continue to call on the UK Government to
introduce a Post Study Work route which would provide an additional lever for attracting the
best international student talent, securing essential income streams, and allowing talented
graduates to continue contributing to Scotland after their studies end.

Scotland Colleges 2016 Report – updates
Your letter asked about “efforts to capture applications to each college by subject, in order to
understand any disparities in student demand for places”. We intend to explore options for
developing a common college application process in the forthcoming Learner Journey
review.
You also asked about the “the on-going and likely future balance between available part time
and full time courses, and difference in attainment between part time and full time students”.
Over the last Parliament, we maintained 116,000 Full-time Equivalent college places. We will
continue with this commitment, with an emphasis on purposeful, job-focused learning. Short
courses leading to work or progression are also still available. The SFC’s Outcome
Agreements ask colleges to remove barriers and to support full participation and successful
outcomes for all groups of learners in their local community.
Your letter also asked about “on-going attainment and retention trends more generally, and
how the college reform process is likely to improve these”. The SFC will continue to monitor
student success rates through the Outcome Agreement process and will continue to gather
evidence of what contributes to student success. The Learner Journey review will also
provide an opportunity to consider improvements in these important areas.
Further information was also requested on “why some colleges are in deficit, the
consequences of this and how it could be remedied”. The Audit Scotland report highlighted
that the financial health of the sector remains relatively stable, and that the underlying
financial deficit across the sector last year was less than 1% of income - £3 million. As the
report also makes clear, a deficit does not necessarily mean an institution is in financial
difficulty. The SFC works closely with colleges to ensure that deficits are kept to a minimum;
that operational activity is not adversely affected; and, where required, special measures are
put in place. SFC has advised that the deficits are largely due to one-off items (e.g. college
restructuring costs) or technical matters (e.g. use of depreciation funds).
You asked for “an assurance that the issue of depreciation will be tackled and not simply
presented in a more understandable way”. The Scottish Government and the SFC are
working closely to identify an approach which continues to benefit the sector whilst adhering
to central government and FE/HE sector guidance. The key issue here relates to the
establishment of a proportionate mechanism for approval of colleges’ proposed utilisation of
depreciation funds.
Further details were also requested on “how arms-length foundations have operated,
including the amount of funds they hold and how funds have been accessed and spent to
date”. Of the £100 million originally donated to arms-length foundations (ALFs) in 2014, the
SFC estimates that around £55 million will have been returned to the sector by the end of
2016-17, based on forecast information provided by colleges. Funds were deposited to ALFs
to protect reserves that would otherwise have been lost to the sector following
reclassification. ALFs are independent charities governed by a Board of Trustees, with
specific rules in terms of funding activity. It is therefore for colleges themselves to apply to
ALFs for the release of funding, which must be in line with their strictly determined Articles
of Association. SFC advises that ALF funding has been used to support capital projects and
one off ‘spend to save’ revenue projects. Based on current spend levels, existing ALF
resources will be fully utilised by 2019-20.

You asked for an update on “work on the sector’s capital funding and estate needs”. The
Scottish Government has asked the SFC to conduct a review of the estate needs of the
sector. Phase 1, a baseline report, has already been published. SFC will undertake a
comprehensive review and develop a long term plan for capital expenditure, to be in place in
late Summer 2017.
You also asked for an update on “progress on the workforce planning across the college
sector”. The Scottish Government is continuing to work with the SFC and colleges to look at
future workforce requirements for the sector. In doing so, it will take account of the Audit
Scotland good practice guide ‘Scotland’s public sector workforce’ and the ambitions of both
the Labour Market Strategy and the Fair Work Convention. I understand that Colleges
Scotland is currently considering proposals for the optimum workforce of the future, which
should influence thinking around workforce planning for the sector.
General: Your letter closed by asking a few questions that go wider than individual sectors.
You asked “how the Scottish Government’s aim of closing the educational attainment gap in
school is likely to influence future participation in FE/HE”; and “whether the public funding of
early years, school education, college-level education or university-level education delivers
the best return in terms of narrowing educational inequalities, and whether public sector
budgets are funded accordingly”.
We will continue to invest in early learning and childcare as we work towards delivering the
increased entitlement of 1,140 hours per year by the end of this parliamentary session and
are closing the attainment gap through increased targeted investment in schools. The budget
will deliver £120 million in 2017-18 for schools to invest in ways that evidence tells them will
close the attainment gap.
You mention the learner journey review in your letter, and we will be using this process to
establish the evidence base and generate ideas about how we improve the 15-24 stage of
young people’s learning to ensure it as effective and efficient as possible - from an individual
and system perspective - and that it provides support for those who need it. The review will
address five areas: careers guidance, access, provision, transitions and funding, and will be
commenced formally in the coming weeks. The Government began work in September,
through commissioning research on the learner journey from a user perspective. Once the
review is formally underway we will work with young people and those who support them, as
well as with other partners and stakeholders, to develop ideas about how to make the move
from school and on through learning and to employment as straightforward as possible. The
First Minister has been clear about the importance this Government places on excellence
and equity in education while ensuring all priorities are met.
You also asked “whether the SFC and the Scottish Government have any specific progress
goals for the college and university sectors (beyond anything set out in the national
performance framework), such as that x% of students complete their study/ go on to a job or
other positive destination/ rate their course as satisfactory, etc”. In order to ensure best value
for public investment, the Scottish Government works with the SFC and the relevant sector
to secure greater efficiencies, maintain the current high quality of education, streamline the
learner journey and ensure core outcomes are protected and met. Outcome Agreements,
agreed with the Scottish colleges and universities, are fundamental in ensuring these
priorities are met while ensuring high quality effective learning and internationally competitive
and impactful research is delivered. The latest SFC publications summarising progress and
ambitions can be found at:

http://www.sfc.ac.uk/web/FILES/Funding_Outcome_Agreements_201617/College_Outcome_Agreements_Summary_2015-16.pdf
http://www.sfc.ac.uk/web/FILES/Funding_Outcome_Agreements_201617/University_Outcome_Agreements_Summary_2015-16.pdf
I trust that the committee finds this written submission helpful, and I look forward to providing
further evidence on 2 February.

JOHN SWINNEY

